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The Ursuline Academy Ilford 
A Catholic Academy for Girls aged 11-19 in the Diocese of Brentwood 

 

Mission Statement 
 

We are a Catholic community of faith, love and service 
rooted in the spirit of St Angela. 

Through Christ and the Gospel and in our diverse community 
we strive to provide an environment for young women 

to flourish spiritually, academically and socially. 
Together we are the Ursuline Academy Ilford. 

 
In pursuit of this mission Governors and Staff of  the  Ursuline Academy Ilford commit themselves to the  
following: 
 

 Recognising the value and uniqueness of every student we teach. 
 Ensuring that the school is a safe place to be and one where the interests of justice are served. 

 Creating a community which is inclusive, one whose basis is mutual respect and equality. 
 Maintaining the long tradition of trust, cooperation and courtesy. 

 Generating good order and discipline based on sound relationships between staff, students and 
parents. 

 Nurturing the religious and intellectual lives of our students through both curricular and extra-
curricular activities. 

 Inviting parents to play an active role in their daughter’s development,  academically, spiritually 
and emotionally. 

 
 

School Prayer 
 

Show us, Lord, what we should do 
And help us as we do it 

So that our prayer and work may begin from you 
And through you, meet success 
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Welcome to The Ursuline Academy. I am delighted you are interested in our school and hope our 
prospectus gives you some insight into who we are and what we stand for. Within the following 
few pages we hope to have captured something of the variety and richness of experience which 
young adults like yourself will meet if you choose to study at our school. 
 

The Ursuline Academy Ilford is a four form entry Catholic comprehensive school for girls aged 11-
19. Students who come here join a community that is committed to success. The school was 
founded by the Ursuline Order in 1903 and has been providing high quality education and pastoral 
care ever since. The school has a strong sense of community underpinned by Gospel values. Visi-
tors regularly remark on the purposeful working atmosphere in which all are expected to do their 
best. We have an inclusive and community-focused ethos of which we are very proud. Our stu-
dents are welcoming, engaging and articulate. They are ambitious for the school and for their own 
life beyond it. 
 

As a vibrant faith community we are inspired by our founder Angela Merici, whose motto was 
“Serviam” – to SERVE. ‘Serviam’ lies at the heart of our daily routine and practice. We aim to em-
power our girls to learn, to lead and to serve. As Angela Merici faced new challenges by looking for 
new possibilities, so too are we committed and called to do things in new ways to ensure that the 
young women in our care are offered a nurturing and challenging educational environment in 
which they can learn and grow and develop the confidence to go out and make a difference in our 
world. 
 

Students who have spent their formative years at the school are already aware of the supportive 
and purposeful working environment within the school where all students are seen as individuals, 
each with her own strengths, potential and hopes.  Those who come to us having successfully 
completed GCSE studies in other schools work with already established Ursuline students in a spir-
it of co-operation and shared motivation to reach the highest standards of attainment and pro-
gress. 
 

As a Catholic school we welcome those of you who are of a different faith background.  All that we 
ask in return is that you work to the best of your ability and that in the true spirit of  Serviam you 
make a positive contribution to the strong sense of fellowship and co-operation that already exists 
within the school. 
 

I hope you enjoy your visit and I look forward to receiving your application for a place at the 
school. 

Ms Keran Reilly 
Headteacher 

Welcome 

The school’s positive and reflective ethos supports its excellent promo-
tion of students’ spiritual, moral, social and cultural development. Its 
stated aspiration to recognise ‘the value and uniqueness of every stu-
dent’ is evident in students’ understanding, appreciation and celebration 
of the cultural diversity within the school’s community. 

Ofsted Report 2012 
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The Ursuline Academy Ilford Sixth Form is part 
of an extremely successful and over subscribed 
school.  We set very high academic standards 
whilst providing a friendly and supportive at-
mosphere to ensure that each student is able to 
reach her full potential.  Our school mission 
statement sums up the community spirit that is 
central to our Catholic tradition.  The Sixth Form 
welcomes all students who want to work hard 
and succeed in such an environment and meet 
the entrance criteria for their chosen course of 
study. 
 
The sixth form is accommodated in Hume 
House, a dedicated building for the sixth form 
that includes areas for group and individual 
study as well as access to ICT.  ‘A’ level subjects 
are taught across the whole school and, as such, 
sixth form students benefit from the excellent 
facilities the academy has to offer. In addition to 
excellent equipment, students will be taught by 
our successful, experienced and caring team of 
staff. 

Sixth Form life at the Ursuline focuses on high 
academic achievement.  However, we also 
ensure that our students are fully prepared 
for all aspects of university life, the world of 
work and the challenges of a changing world 
in the twenty first century.  Our curriculum 
includes a full and varied personal, social and 
health education programme, community ser-
vice, religious education, information technol-
ogy training, physical education, careers edu-
cation and guidance, post-16 work experi-
ence,  clubs and societies.  The list is endless! 
 
If  you are hard working and ambitious, we 
look forward to welcoming you to our Sixth 
Form Community.  Please note the criteria 
required for entry and the timetable for ap-
plying to the Ursuline Academy Ilford Sixth 
Form. 
 

Mr G Challis 
  Head of Sixth Form 

 

Our Sixth Form 

The sixth form is good.  By the time students reach the end of their A-level 
courses, their attainment is above national averages and their progress is 
good.        

Ofsted Report 2012 
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Entry Criteria for Admission to Year 12  
in September 2017 

 
All students are required to 

 Have  a minimum of Grade 4 in Mathematics and English (language or literature) and 3 other passes at C 
or better. 

 Meet the individual subject grade requirements (see course subject details)  
 
Applicants and their parents will be invited to visit the school for advice on available options and entry require-
ments for different courses. 
 
Oversubscription criteria for external students 
In the event of oversubscription, the following priority order will be applied: 

 
 Looked after  and previously looked after children1 
 Other applicants 

 
Tie-breaker 
The tie-breaker is the distance from the front door of the student’s home address (including flats) to the 
school’s main entrance, with those living nearest being given priority.  Distance will be measured along the 
shortest walking route by public roads and recognised safe footpaths, using Google geographical mapping sys-
tem.  In using distance as a tie-breaker, should there be more than one applicant for a final place living an iden-
tical distance from the school, lots will be drawn to decide how the place will be allocated. 
 
1 “Looked after” children and children previously looked after.  A looked after child is in the care of a Local Au-
thority as defined by Section 22 of the Children Act 1989.  Previously looked after children are children who 
were looked after, but ceased to be so because they were adopted (or became subject to a child arrangements 
order or special guardianship order. 

 Our Sixth Form Preview evening will take place on Thursday 10 November 2016 from 6.00pm to 8.00pm.  
All prospective applicants are welcome to meet staff, learn about our A level courses, see Hume House and 
have a tour of the whole school. 

 Sixth Form prospectuses, subject information and application forms for entry in September 2017 will be 
available from Thursday 10 November 2016 onwards from the Ursuline Academy Ilford, Morland Road, Il-
ford, Essex, IG1 4JU or will be available to download from the school website .  

 In order to ensure a place, particularly on a popular course, it is advisable to complete and submit your ap-
plication form by 31 January 2017. 

 Ursuline Academy students should complete a subject choice form and pass it to the Head of Sixth form by 
16 December 2016. 

 Students applying from other schools should complete the external student application form and pass it 
on to their referee who will return it to the school.  Students who are successful in the first stage of the 
application process will be invited to attend a meeting from January onwards. 

 Please include an email address for your application forms to be acknowledged. 

Timetable for Application 

The Ursuline Academy Ilford is a Catholic secondary school for girls which provides education 
for Catholics and children of other faith backgrounds or no faith backgrounds.  The school ex-
pects to have 100 students in Year 12.  The minimum number of external students the school 
expects to admit, ie the school’s admission number is 40. 
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Entry Requirements 
To attend UAI Sixth Form students will need to achieve a minimum of Grade 4 in Maths and English 
(language or literature) and 3 C’s or better at GCSE. In addition, if students have studied a subject at GCSE 
that they want to pursue at A level, they will need to have passed this with at least a grade C.  In the case 
of Biology, Chemistry and Physics students will need at least a grade B at GCSE in these subjects (or the 
equivalent Core and additional science) and a  grade 6 in Mathematics.  For those students hoping to 
study Maths at A level they will ideally have a grade 7, 8 or 9 at GCSE.  Students with a grade 6 will be ac-
cepted onto the Maths course on a trial basis for the first half term.  For the duration of this trial period, 
students will be required to study a fourth ‘back up’ subject until the half term.  At the end of the trial 
period, students will either cease to study Maths or the fourth subject based on their academic perfor-
mance. 
 

Course Structure and Number of Qualifications 
Government changes to A level courses now mean that A levels are no longer split into two parts (AS in 
year 12 and A2 in year 13) which are examined separately and then aggregated to give the overall A level 
grade.  From now on all assessment is completed at the very end of the course.  This means that the past 
practice of many students starting with 4 subjects and then dropping 1 at the end of year 12 and com-
pleting 3 A levels is not possible (as students will not sit AS exams and, therefore, have nothing to show 
for the ‘fourth’ subject).  The situation this year is as follows: 
 The vast majority of students will study 3 A levels from the start of the course and will also take part in 

the enrichment activities available.   
 In some exceptional cases, students may be permitted to study 4 A levels (students will need at least 5 

A*/A or grade 8 passes at GCSE and the prospect of sitting 4 A levels can be discussed further at inter-
view). 

 Further Maths is the only AS subject and it is studied over 2 years.  Students must have a grade 8 or 9 
to study Further Maths AS level.  Some exceptional students sit the full A level but this requires signifi-
cant self study. 

The subjects offered in 2017  are as follows: 
 

Please note:  All subjects and subject combinations are subject to numbers and staffing.  Students will need to 
choose a combination of subjects with one subject only from any one option block.  The majority will choose 3 
subjects only. 

Option Block A Option Block B Option Block C Option Block D 

Chemistry Biology Biology Art 

English Literature Chemistry Drama & Theatre Studies English Literature 

Further Maths French Economics Government & Politics 

Geography History Philosophy & Ethics Mathematics 

Sociology Mathematics Physics Psychology 

 Sociology Psychology  

 Spanish   

Sixth Form Curriculum 
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Enrichment 
We believe that it is crucially important that our 
students take an holistic approach to their educa-
tion in order that they really enjoy their time in the 
sixth form and that they are able to fully develop in 
preparation for their next steps.  To facilitate this, 
we have a wide range of activities, clubs and oppor-
tunities that students are encouraged to get in-
volved in.  Whilst the list is long and often changes 
(as it is heavily influenced be student needs) it in-
cludes activities such as; The Duke of Edinburgh 
Award, Young Enterprise, Amnesty International 
Club, Fitness and Sport, Music, Debating, Trips and 
visits and much more.  In addition, we make signifi-
cant efforts to match our students with external 
opportunities such as university taster courses and 
experiences.  Many of our students have really ben-
efitted from such experiences both in terms of rais-
ing aspirations and honing their skills.  This year has 
also seen us provide support for students in prepar-
ing them for university entrance exams (e.g. the 
BMAT for aspiring medics and LNAT for those hop-
ing to study law at the most prestigious universities) 
and we will be continuing with this moving forward. 
Enrichment Timetable 

Learning Resource Centre 
In addition to the Learning Zones in Hume House, 
students have access to the library in the main 
school for quiet study or to carry out research. As 
part of their induction new students are shown 
how to make best use of the e-resources including 
the Phillip Allan Reviews and the JCS academic da-
tabases.  
 
Serviam 
Our school motto meaning ‘I will serve’ is some-
thing we encourage all our students to take seri-
ously and take part in.  This takes the form of a 
wide range of volunteering opportunities that the 
girls participate in.  From helping year 7 students 
with their reading, to providing assistance in the 
school library, raising money for charity, working 
at a local foodbank or helping rebuild houses in 
New Orleans; our students engage with such activ-
ities with huge enthusiasm and learn a great deal 
from the experiences. 

Sixth Form Opportunities 

Students show great enthusiasm for 
their learning and welcome opportu-
nities for discussion and independent 
learning. 

Ofsted Report 2012 

 
UCAS Exhibition for Year 12 
Students 
On Wednesday 22nd June, we 
reserved tickets for all of our 

students to attend the UCAS exhibition at Greenwich 
University. This was a large event with the full range of 
universities represented and students had the oppor-
tunity to ask questions and get information on university 
courses etc. Even if students were unsure about going to 
university, this was a really good opportunity to see 
what was available and a good starting point to start 
seriously considering the various options.  

1 Period 1 Period 2 Periods 

PSHCE General Religious 
Education 

Enrichment Programme: 
PE 
Music 
Volunteering 

 
 

It was wet and windy on Wednesday 27th January, 
but it’s not every day an Ursuline pupil gets invited to 
tea with a Member of Parliament. 
St Angela’s Day turned out to be a double treat for 
Floriane Fidegnon Year 12 and ex-student Sorcha 
Grant as the pair made their way to the House of 
Lords for an afternoon tea reception. 
As a member of the Crest Stakeholders Group, it was 
lovely to see Floriane and Sorcha in attendance. The 
event was hosted by RT Hon David Willetts chair of 
the British Science Association (BSA) to launch the 
Crest Impact Report.  

http://www.bing.com/images/search?q=ucas&view=detailv2&&id=EABCCC91771FC3364E3B26C96878B6960BB38D95&selectedIndex=0&ccid=6LfBOzy%2f&simid=608006025573957997&thid=OIP.Me8b7c13b3cbfc4067912388a3d3ab4caH0
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Personal, Social and Health Education 
 
The PSHE programme followed by Year 12 and Year 
13 students is an important area of Sixth Form cur-
riculum. The course covers a wide range of topics 
from moral and spiritual issues to practical help 
with UCAS applications, interview preparation and 
careers advice. It is also intended to support the 
learning going on in other areas of the curriculum 
and provide a time for students to discuss problems 
and areas of concern and set targets for the future. 
In addition to one period per week of PSHE, there is 
further tutorial time available in the week which is 
used to prepare and discuss assemblies based on 
moral and spiritual themes.  
 
Sixth Form Council 
 
The Sixth Form Council consists of the Head Girl, 
Deputy Head Girl and representatives from each of 
the tutor groups. The council meets regularly to dis-
cuss issues raised by Sixth Formers, to organise so-
cial activities and put forward ideas to the Head of 
Sixth Form relating to the development of the Sixth 
Form. Individuals are also elected to the Council to 
develop and implement plans relating to particular 
areas of Sixth Form life, such as community work 
and academic development. These are important 
positions of responsibility that provide students 
with an opportunity to liaise with the School’s sen-
ior management team, exercise effective citizenship 
and develop excellent communication and leader-
ship skills.  
 
Head Girls, Senior Prefects and Prefects 

 
Sixth Form students are important members of the 
school community and as such have many privileg-
es. As senior students they are expected to take on 
certain responsibilities to help  ensure the smooth 
running of the school. At the end of Year 12 stu-
dents are elected positions as Head Girl, Deputy 
Head Girls, Senior Prefects and Prefects. These stu-
dents perform a variety  of duties in school, such as 
helping form tutors with lower school classes.  In 
addition, all sixth formers assist staff at break and 
lunch time and represent the school at a variety of 
functions. Such responsibilities are an important  

Relationships between learners from 
a mix of ethnic backgrounds are har-
monious and students socialise very 
well with each other.  Students 
demonstrate high levels of respect 
for one another and their teachers. 

Ofsted Report 2012 

HEAD GIRL 

part of Sixth Form life and help students to develop 
their organisational skills as well as proving them-
selves to be reliable role models for younger stu-
dents. 

DEPUTY HEAD GIRLS 
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Post-16 Work Experience 
 

Every student is encouraged to participate in 
work experience.  The Head of Sixth Form 
supports students in their search for place-
ments and with references. 
 
UCAS Preparation 
 

A thorough programme of university guid-
ance is provided throughout the Sixth Form. 
This begins in Year 12 with talks from univer-
sity admissions tutors, and from a careers 
adviser on the possible routes through High-
er Education. Students are closely guided 
throughout the UCAS process and are issued 
with guidance on how to complete a person-
al statement. All students will have an oppor-
tunity for a personal interviews with an ex-
ternal careers adviser and with a senior 
member of staff. 

Preparation for University and 
Employment 

High expectations and supportive relationships foster students’ good 
attitudes to learning and encourage them to make good progress. 

Ofsted Report 2012 

Extended Project Qualification 
6th Form Students are given the opportunity to complete an Extended Project Qualification 
alongside their A Levels. This is a valuable qualification worth the equivalent of an AS Level in 
terms of UCAS points and is held in high regard by universities. Students can pursue a topic of 
their choosing to research and write a six thousand word dissertation on. Through this process 
students are tutored to develop academic skills such as referencing and bibliographies, project 
management, avoiding plagiarism etc. Students will also develop skills of analysis and evaluation 
during this process which should benefit their other A Level studies. The Ursuline Academy has 
achieved an ‘Outstanding’ grade in the national ALPS value added measure for the EPQ for the 
past three years which means the students completing the EPQ at the Ursuline Academy com-
pare extremely well against other centres nationally. Some of the recent dissertation titles have 
included the following: 
 
Was 9/11 Really the Day that Changed the World? 
Was Feminism  born in France? 
Is Antibiotic Resistance Inevitable? 
Utopian and Dystopian Literature. 

Ursuline Links 
 
6th Formers were introduced in 
Assembly this week to the work 
of Ursuline links, with which 
the school has a long standing 
commitment. Mrs O’Grady in-
formed 6th Formers of the wide 
variety of work young people 

are involved with especially the poor and elderly, 
as part of the SERVIAM mission both locally and in 
international projects. Some of the girls described 
how their experiences had helped them grow as 
leaders and developed their faith. We hope many 
more girls will commit themselves to this very 
worthwhile group.  
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Teachers are knowledgeable and 
committed.  They enjoy positive rela-
tionships with students and are con-
cerned for their welfare and well be-
ing. 

Ofsted Report  2012 

General Sixth Form Issues 

The School Day 
 
Registration    8.40am 
Form time/Assembly   8.45am 
Period 1     9.00am 
Period 2     9.50am 
Break      10.40am 
Period 3     11.00am 
Period 4     11.50pm 
Lunch     12.40pm 
Period 5     1.40pm 
Period 6     2.30pm 
End of Day      3.20pm 
 

Lunch facilities 
 
The school dining hall is open from 8.00am for 
breakfast and during break for snacks and 
drinks and of course at lunch time, when Sixth 
Formers have ‘front of the queue privileges!’  
In addition, Sixth Form students have kitchen 
facilities in Hume House. Lunch is available for 
all Sixth Form students in the dining hall, alt-
hough students may be off site during 
lunchtime. 

 
 
 

Dress Code 
 
Sixth Form students are seen as senior members 
of the school community and as such  role models 
for younger pupils. They are expected to present a 
smart and business-like appearance. The dress 
code consists of: 
 
 smart black dress 
 black suit (jacket and skirt or trousers) 
 white or black blouse with a collar 
 black V-necked jumper or cardigan 
 black shoes that are suitable for school 
 discreet jewellery is acceptable 
 

 
Students feel safe and know there is 
someone to turn to should prob-
lems arise. 

Ofsted Report 2012 
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New Students to the Sixth Form   
 
Starting a new school can sometime be a little daunting so we decided to ask some new 6th For-
mers to write an account of their experience of the first couple of weeks: 
 
‘After initially being concerned about the massive jump from GCSEs to A Levels, along with the 
change of schools, I found I settled in really well in just the first few days.  I received a very 
warm welcome from everyone at Ursuline and found that all the students and teachers are ex-
tremely friendly and approachable.  I have made some wonderful new friends in the past week 
and I have fully enjoyed my time here.  I’m extremely pleased that I decided to join Ursuline 
and I look forward to the next two years because I’m sure they will be fantastic!’              
 
 
‘My first week at Ursuline was a nice experience.  After spending 5 years in the same school 
with the same group of friends I thought that moving to a new school would be difficult.  How-
ever that wasn’t the case here at Ursuline!  The students are very nice and helpful and both the 
teachers and students are extremely approachable.  I think it was easy to adjust to the new 
surroundings as the school has a lovely warm atmosphere.’ 

News Items 

EU  Referendum 
 
On Tuesday the 22nd June students of the Ur-
suline Academy voted resoundingly to remain 
within the European Union in a mock Referen-
dum organised and delivered by the Year 12 
Government and Politics students. In the build 
up to the Referendum, Politics students, rep-
resenting both sides of the debate, visited 
form groups to explain the arguments for and 
against leaving the European Union they also 
held a lunchtime Q&A session and cam-
paigned with posters, leaflets and flags 
around the school. The event ran smoothly and there was a high level of participation with 260 
students (68%) voting to remain and 122 (32%) voting to leave.  
Of course we now have the results from the actual referendum where the leave side won tak-
ing 51.9% of the vote on a 72.2% turnout. Looking at the national statistics, perhaps it is not 
surprising that our students were in favour of remaining in the EU as both younger voters and 
voters in London were more prone to remain. Having had an opportunity to participate in a 
democratic process, we hope this will encourage further participation in the future. And finally 
well done to the AS Government and Politics students for running this fun and informative 
event!  
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I am delighted to report a pleasing set of GCSE 
and GCE examination results. As ever the results 
are a tribute to the hard work that has been the 
traditional mark of our students in their approach 
to their studies and to their parents who have 
been so supportive of their daughters’ efforts. I 
would also like to say a big thank you to all the 
teaching and support staff of the Academy for the 
huge effort they have made with the girls over 
the 5/7 years, for going the extra mile and not 
settling for second best.  
 
We achieved a 100% pass rate at A level with 82% 
at Grades A*-C and many of our students have 
gone on to study at prestigious Russell group uni-
versities including Bristol, Exeter, LSE and New-
castle. Most students got in to their first choice 
University. It was a pleasure to see many of the 
students and indeed parents taking the time to 
thank the staff personally. We wish all our leavers 
all the very best for the future. At GCSE despite a 
national dip in results we bucked the trend with 
Ursuline results up by 6%. Our students achieved 
84% 5 A*-C including English and Maths. Given 
that exams are getting more difficult this is even 
more impressive!  

 

Library News 
  
Congratulations to Maleeha Ghufran, Charlotte 
Arulseelan and Kelly Bocarro who have been ap-
pointed as our Assistant Librarians for this academic 
year. This is a very responsible role as the girls are re-
lied on to assist with classes, supervise Homework 
club, support students with queries and research, ac-
cess the Library computer system, train new helpers, 
create wonderful displays and generally help out 
when and where needed. They are an invaluable asset 
to the library and I am very grateful for their commit-
ment and reliability (and their sense of humour!!!)  

 
Sixth Form Leadership Project  

 
Mawena Akator (12.2) and Simran Kalher 
(12.2) started their student leadership pro-
ject this week in gardening. The girls have 
decided to take part in this project to devel-
op the skills needed in the 21st century, main-
ly adaptability and leadership skills. Leading a 
small group of girls from 8.1 on Wednesday, 
Mawena and Simran showed the girls how to 
sow seeds and tackle weeds! Likewise earlier 
in the week 8.1 enlightened the sixth formers 
on how to germinate mango seeds.  
 

News Items 
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University Destinations 2016 

Surname Forenames Inst Name Course Placed 

Afrifa Zara-Mae NOTTM Theology and Religious Studies 

Aftab Aneeza QMUL Biomedical Sciences 

Ahmed Narmeen WEST Biomedical Sciences 

Alam Sabah COVN Psychology 

Ali Ayesha WEST Business Information Systems 

Ali Saara GOLD Anthropology 

Amin Hinal CITY Optometry 

Arunachalam Usha QMUL 
Computer Science with Business Management 
and Accounting with Industrial Experience 

Attalia Balisha COVN Business Management 

Augustine Riya HERTS Mathematics 

Ayebi-Kwakye Adjoa KENT Sociology 

Begum Shamima GOLD Sociology with Criminology 

Bocarro Shannon KENT History and Religious Studies 

Bute Grace KING Drama and Media and Communication 

Cassidy Rosie SUSX Psychology (with a professional placement) 

Chowdhury Anisa QMUL Comparative Literature 

Codjoe Ella KENT Philosophy 

Conaghan Sarah Jayne SWAN Civil Engineering 

Cronin Nicola PORT Law with International Relations 

David Majel KENT Social Anthropology 

De Souza Sophia BRUNL Law 

Dolan Emer Marie BRITN Geography 

Evans Sharai LEICR Chemistry (with a foundation year) 

Fernando Nimshi Devinka CITY Computer Science 

Gale Abbie NOTTM Architecture 

Gani Lamis UAL Hair, Make-up and Prosthetics for Performance 

Harley Anna NEWC Philosophy 

Harry Aaliyah Caprice KENT English & American Literature & Creative Writing 

Ismail Fazila Yusuf CITY Sociology with Psychology 

Jayasekara Ruwani PORT History 

Johnson Chantelle KENT Journalism 

Joyce Amber EXETR Law 

Kalukembi Marvel NOTTM International Media & Communications Studies 

Kavanagh Lauren BRISL Zoology 

Khan Myra MIDDX Business Management 

Khan Raabia LONMT Psychology 

Khan Tasbeeha CITY Optometry 

Khanom Naima ROE Theology and Religious Studies 
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 University Destinations 2016 

Surname Forenames Inst Name Course Placed 

Kotecha Binal COVN Mechanical Engineering 

Lemas Jessica HERTS Business and Event Management 

Lodhy Anika GREEN Biomedical Sciences 

Mahendrarajah Mathusa QMUL Computer Science with Industrial Experience 

McInerney Eimear NEWC Geography 

Memari Laura GREEN Sociology 

Molvi Aamenah QMUL English 

Mumtaz Sana CITY Psychology 

Nahal Simran Kaur KENT Psychology 

Noor Shiza CITY Accounting and Finance 

Norton Rhianna BRITN Education 

Ogunkoya Momisola COVN Criminology 

Patel Fatima EANGL Biological Sciences 

Patel Firoza CITY Business Computing Systems (4 year SW) 

Perera Nirodha  SURR Civil Engineering 

Rai Ruben WARWK History 

Ranjithakumar Gajani PORT Business and Human Resource Management 

Rasan Mithula GREEN Chemistry 

Ravendratagore Bruntha SHEFD Orthoptics 

Ravindrakumar Nilesha EANGL Biological Sciences with  Foundation Year 

Raza Zara QMUL Geography 

Sanghera Amris CITY Psychology 

Savage Maisie SUSX Mathematics (with a foundation year) 

Shaikh Fazila MIDDX Accounting and Finance 

Sweeney Grace-Mary LSE Law (Bachelor of Laws) 

Taak Jasneet QMUL Physics 

Venkatesh Niketha  Studying in India 

West Julia GREEN Biomedical Science 

Williams Alex SHEFD Zoology  

Younes Maria HERTS Diagnostic Radiography and Imaging 

Yousaf Safia BIRM Law 
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Year 13 Results  
 

A2 Level Results 

 

Subject Entries A* A B C D E U 

Art 6 0 2 1 3 0 0 0 

Biology 18 0 3 2 5 5 3 0 

Business  11 0 1 4 3 3 0 0 

Chemistry 13 0 2 5 2 3 1 0 

English Literature 27 2 4 8 13 0 0 0 

Geography 15 1 5 3 6 0 0 0 

History 10 1 2 3 2 1 1 0 

Information Technology 7 0 1 3 2 1 0 0 

Mathematics 16 0 2 4 4 4 2 0 

Mathematics Further 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 

Physics 11 0 0 0 5 2 4 0 

Politics 8 0 1 2 3 1 1 0 

Psychology 24 1 0 7 13 1 2 0 

Religious Studies 25 1 5 7 8 3 1 0 

Sociology 24 0 3 8 11 1 1 0 

TOTAL 216 6 31 57 80 25 17 0 

Extended Project 10 0 5 3 2 0 0 0 

Subject Entries A B C D E U 

Biology 3 0 2 0 1 0 0 

Business (Applied) 4 0 2 1 1 0 0 

Chemistry 2 0 1 0 1 0 0 

English Literature 6 0 3 2 1 0 0 

Further Maths 3 0 1 1 1 0 0 

Geography 3 0 0 0 1 2 0 

History 7 0 0 4 1 2 0 

Information Technology 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 

Mathematics 8 0 3 1 1 1 2 

Physics 2 1 0 0 1 0 0 

Politics 2 0 0 0 1 1 0 

Psychology 10 0 1 0 3 2 4 

Religious Studies 4 1 3 0 0 0 0 

Sociology 2 0 1 0 1 0 0 

TOTAL 57 2 17 9 14 9 6 

AS Level Results (for subjects not continued to A2 level) 

Examination Results 
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Examination Results 

The principal and senior man-
agement team have been re-
lentless in securing improve-
ments in outcomes for stu-
dents, with considerable em-
phasis on staff performance 
and improvements in teaching 
and learning. 

Ofsted Report 2012 

Year 11 GCSE Level Results  

 Subject Entries A* A B C D E F G U A*-C A*-G 

Art  30 7 8 7 6 2 0 0 0 0 28 30 

Biology 60 7 31 18 3 1 0 0 0 0 59 60 

Chemistry 60 15 23 14 8 0 0 0 0 0 60 60 

Computer Science 15 1 1 4 5 4 0 0 0 0 11 15 

D&T Food 17 0 2 5 3 3 3 1 0 0 10 17 

D&T Graphics 38 1 5 19 9 4 0 0 0 0 34 38 

Drama 22 1 9 6 2 3 1 0 0 0 18 22 

English Language 117 7 12 43 25 23 6 1 0 0 87 117 

English Literature 117 8 34 31 35 5 4 0 0 0 108 117 

French 25 4 5 8 8 0 0 0 0 0 25 25 

Geography 45 7 13 9 4 10 1 1 0 0 33 45 

German 17 3 7 4 2 1 0 0 0 0 16 17 

History 65 6 17 16 15 5 4 2 0 0 54 65 

ICT 14 0 5 2 2 3 2 0 0 0 9 14 

Maths  117 15 29 24 31 12 3 2 1 0 99 117 

Additional Maths 4 2 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 4 

Music  11 4 4 1 2 0 0 0 0 0 11 11 

PE 9 1 2 1 2 2 1 0 0 0 6 9 

Physics 60 6 25 17 12 0 0 0 0 0 60 60 

Polish 2 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 2 

Religious Studies 116 13 22 39 21 10 5 2 3 1 95 115 

Science 57 0 6 17 22 6 4 2 0 0 45 57 

Science (Additional)  57 1 6 19 19 8 1 3 0 0 45 57 

Science (Fur Ad)  1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 

Spanish 17 3 8 5 0 1 0 0 0 0 16 17 

TOTAL 1093 115 273 309 240 101 36 14 4 1 937 1092 

Business (BTEC) 23 2 1 4 11 0 5 0 0 0 18 23 

TOTAL 1116 117 274 313 251 101 41 14 4 1 955 1115 
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GCSE Results 2016 

A Level Results 2016 

Destinations of Students (provisional) 

Year Y11 Y12 Y13 

School or further   education 117 88 68 

Employment 0 0 0 

Training 0 1 1 

Gap Year n/a n/a 4 

 Ursuline Ilford 2016 

Number of students aged 17+ 73 

Number of students entered for 3 or more GCEs 71 

Students achieving A*-A 17.1% 

Students achieving A*-B 43.5% 

Students achieving A*-C 80.6% 

 Ursuline Ilford 2016 Redbridge 2015 National 2015 

Number of students on roll in January 117   

Students entered for 5 or more GCSEs 100.0%   

Students achieving 5 or more A*-Cs 86.3%   

Students achieving 5 or more A*-Cs inc English 
and Mathematics 

83.8% 63.4% 57.1% 

Students achieving the English Baccalaureate 38.5% 31.7% 24.3% 

Students making expected progress in English 85% 75.7% 71.1% 

Students making expected in Maths 84.1% 75.3% 66.9% 

High expectations and supportive relationships foster students’ good 
attitudes to learning and encourage them to make good progress. 

Ofsted Report 2012 

Examination Results 
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The school is in the trusteeship of the English Province of the Roman Union of the Order of Saint Ur-
sula.  The Chair of Trustees is Sister Kathleen Colmer OSU (ex officio). Correspondence for the atten-
tion of any Governors should be sent c/o Mrs Kerry Herbert, Clerk to the Governing Body. 

 

The Governing Body 

Foundation Governors:  
 Mr Robert Caldeira - Chair of Governors parent 
 Mrs Deneice Grant - Vice-Chair parent 

Mr John Anthony 
 Miss Sarah Begin-McCarthy 
 Father Matthew Bemand 
 Mr David Burge 
 Ms Jacqueline Da’prato 
 Mr Peter Greensmith 
 Mrs Angela St Ville  
      
Parent Governors:   
 Mrs Meena Sanghera 
 Mrs Sarah McIntosh 
 

Staff Governors:   
 Ms Laura Filipe 
 Mr Luke Robertson 
Mr Mark Smith 
  
Headteacher Governor: 
 Ms Keran Reilly 
  
Clerk to the Governors:  
 Mrs Kerry Herbert 
  

Geography Trips  
The Year 12 Geography group visited Bristol in regards to their AS Geography exam. Our main focus 
was to look at the different housing types in two areas of Bristol and to see which area had the best 
services provided. We stayed in a youth hostel not too far from the city centre of Bristol. 
‘Memorable’, ‘interesting’ and ‘captivating’ are just a few words to describe the visit; despite getting 
an insight into what it is like living in Bristol, we worked hard within our groups in order to prepare 
for our exam. 'The trip was refreshing and wonderful experience to get to know different areas 
within England. Also it was a good opportunity to bond with the girls in the class and have a little 
break away from school.' 
 
The Geography department took Year 13 to the Crystal 
sustainable city exhibition to revise the world cities A 
Level geography module. Here we were able to under-
stand the links between each topic area of sustainabil-
ity and develop our synthesis points further. 
After this we went on the cable cars to view the regen-
eration of the London docklands area and walked over 
to one of the case study sustainable housing redevel-
opments.  We were really able to link the learning from 
the classroom to the world around us and take ad-
vantage of having one of the major world cities on our 
doorstep. 
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Autumn 2017 
 
Term starts:  Monday 4 September 
       
Half-Term   Monday 23 October  - Friday 27 October   
 
End of Term:  Wednesday 20 December   
               
Christmas Break:  Thursday 21 December - Monday 1 January      
                       

Spring 2018 
 
Term starts:  Tuesday 2 January     
   
Half-Term   Monday 12 February  - Friday 16 February   
 
End of Term:  Thursday 29 March     
                
Spring Break:  Friday 30 March  - Friday 13 April     

 
Summer 2018 
 
Term starts:  Monday 16 April     
       
Half-Term   Monday 28 May - Friday 1 June   
 
End of Term:  Friday 20 July    
 
 
 
Please note:  Friday 30 March 2018  Good Friday 
    Monday 2 April 2018  Easter Monday 
    Monday 7 May 2018  May Day Bank Holiday 
  
 
Additional staff training days will be agreed from within these term dates.  

School Term and Holiday Dates 2017/2018 (Provisional) 
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Government changes to A level courses now mean that A levels are no longer split into two parts (AS in 
year 12 and A2 in year 13) which are examined separately and then aggregated to give the overall A 
level grade.  From now on all assessment is completed at the very end of the course  This means that 
the past practice of many students starting with 4 subjects and then dropping 1 at the end of year 12 
and completing 3 A levels is not possible (as students will not sit AS exams and, therefore, have nothing 
to show for the ‘fourth’ subject).  The situation this year is as follows: 
 The vast majority of students will study 3 A levels from the start of the course and will also take part 

in the enrichment activities available.   
 In some exceptional cases, students may be permitted to study 4 A levels (students will need at 

least 5 A*s at GCSE and the prospect of sitting 4 A levels can be discussed further at interview). 
 Students starting Maths A level who have a B grade at GCSE will commence with 4 subjects but will 

drop down to 3 at the October half term of year 12.  This is purely to facilitate a trial period in 
Maths. 

 

 

 

At the centre of the Art department’s teaching is that all students can and 
should be visually ‘literate’.  An understanding of Art and Design is essential 
for the development and well being of each person.  Sensitivity to the visual 
world and an imaginative approach towards giving visual form to subjective 
feelings and external appearances helps our students not only to under-
stand themselves, but appreciate the world in which they live.  Most of our 
students progress to the finest Art Schools including Chelsea, Central St 
Martins and Camberwell.  Teaching staff are highly qualified enthusiastic 
practitioners who are passionate about their subject.  
 

The  department has structured projects at A Level which aim to move skills 
on from GCSE.  In each year there is a coursework project and a timed ex-
am.  The teaching is both tutorial and studio based and an area of strength is the way that the analysis 
and contextual studies are taught.   
 

Students are expected to have a high level of motivation and good drawing skills and at least a grade 
C from a GCSE Art course. 
 

Links with other Subjects and Careers 
As well as covering the advanced level study of Art, this course will enable you to develop some trans-
ferable Key Skills which will be essential to you whatever you go on to do afterwards.  The Key Skill of 
communication is integral to the study of A Level Art.  This involves the ability to summarise, and ana-
lyse information found in many different types of sources and use accurate and relevant information in 
the best format for the piece of work you are doing. 
 

There are many careers in art, craft and design such as advertising, marketing, design, architecture, 
publishing and the media. At present most students wishing to take art, craft or design further will go 
on to do a one year 'Foundation' course at an art college or college of further education before apply-
ing to degree courses in more specialist areas of art and design. Success in A Level Art requires deter-
mination and dedication.  However, whichever future path you choose, it can be a very rewarding be-
ginning. 

Subjects Available 

ART A Level 
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During this linear course you will study the detailed structure and function of 
living organisms, the intricate nature of the cell, and the effect of environment 
on our health.  You will also have the opportunity to study evolution and the 
complex nature of the human immune system. Throughout the 2 year course 
you will conduct 18 CORE practicals, which will form part of your assessment for 
a certificate in practical competencies.  

 

Students have to achieve a minimum GCSE grade B in Biology (or the equivalent Core and Additional 
Science) and a grade 6 in Mathematics. 
 

Links with other Subjects and Careers 
Biology has strong links with both Chemistry and Physics. It also has links with Mathematics, Psychology, 
Geography, Sociology, Art and History. There are opportunities throughout the course to develop skills in 
communication, ICT, numeracy, improving own learning and performance, problem solving and working 
with others. 
 

Biology is required if you are considering a degree in Biology, Biological Sciences and Marine Biology.  It is 
also desirable if you are considering a degree in Medicine, Veterinary Sciences, Biomedical Sciences, Bio-
chemistry, Dentistry, Pharmacy, Environmental Sciences, Agricultural Sciences, Horticulture and Health 
and Social Care.  
 

 

 

 
 

 
The Chemistry specification is split into Organic, Inorganic and Physical Chemis-

try.   You will have   more opportunity to learn and use practical skills to link 

theory to practice.  The communication, analytical and numeracy skills gained 

on the course will be an excellent preparation for your studies  at university and 

future scientific careers.     

Students have to achieve a minimum GCSE grade B in Chemistry (or the equivalent Core and Additional 
Science) and a grade 6 in Mathematics. 
 
Links with other subjects and careers 

Chemistry has strong links with Biology, Physics and Mathematics.  Chemistry is required if you are con-

sidering a degree in Chemistry, Medicine, Dentistry, Pharmacy, Pharmaceutical Science and Environmen-

tal Science. Chemistry is also useful for geology and agricultural science. 

BIOLOGY A LEVEL 

CHEMISTRY A LEVEL 
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This is a performance based subject. However, this does not just mean that the students spend all of 
their lessons improvising! They have to understand the theory of performance, they have to be inter-
ested in the history of performance, and they have to be prepared to do research and to USE IT in their 
own practical experimentations. They must be prepared to go on theatre trips and build their 
knowledge of current theatre practice. Students must have good writing skills, at least  Grade 4 in  
GCSE English. 
  
The MAJORITY of the work will rely on students working closely with the other members of their group. 
Students must be team players. They must be in good health. They must understand the importance of 
being punctual and meeting all their deadlines. Attendance must be exemplary. 
  
The key life and industry skills you can develop during this course are: 
Communication 
Effective presentation of self 
Working with others 
Improving own learning and performance  
Problem solving 
Project management  
 
The entry requirement is a Grade C or above in GCSE Drama and grade 4 in GCSE English. Applicants 
may also be required to audition.  
  
Links with Other Subjects and Careers 
This Advanced GCE can lead to further study in Drama Theatre Studies and Performing Arts in higher 
education at degree or HND level. It can be used as part of a course to broaden your studies and may 
lead to a career in the performing arts and leisure industries. Drama and Theatre studies AS and Ad-
vanced GCE compliment a range of subjects such as English Literature, Psychology, Media Studies, His-
tory, Philosophy, Art and Music and is useful in building confidence and improving presentation skills in 
a range of careers.  

DRAMA  AND THEATRE STUDIES A LEVEL 
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This course will introduce you to a range of major authors and critical commentaries on their work.  A 
wide variety of texts from different periods of time will be studied which will allow you to develop fur-
ther the analytical skills you acquired during your GCSE course. When the occasion arises, you will have 
the opportunity to extend your enjoyment and understanding of literature by attending university style 
lectures and theatre performances. You will be taught by highly qualified, enthusiastic practitioners who 
are passionate about their subject.   
 

The course is suitable for students who enjoyed and achieved in both English Literature and English Lan-
guage at GCSE level.  A genuine love of reading all forms of literature is essential, plus an enjoyment of 
expressing your views in detail as to how writers achieve their effects. To achieve success in this subject 
you need to be willing to share your opinions in discussion and be able to develop them at length in de-
tailed, extended analytical essays. This course will help you develop your skills of self-discipline as you 
will be expected to complete both primary and secondary readings in and outside of class, conduct your 
own research into the historical context of your given texts and complete regularly assigned assessment 
pieces. As this subject requires essay writing, you need to be a confident writer, able to write coherently 
and accurately present your ideas using formal Standard English. 
 

The entry requirement is at least a grade 5 in both English Language and English Literature GCSE. 
 

Links with Other Subjects and Careers 
There are clear links with History, Politics, Philosophy and Religious Studies in the subject matter and 
skills required.  If you have an interest in Music or Art, you will find common themes and approaches 
with English. The analytical skills that you develop in English will enhance your studies whatever the sub-
ject. Your essay writing tasks should help you to develop a concise, analytical style of writing. The course 
provides a sound foundation for further education courses in the Arts, Business Studies and Law.  How-
ever, the analytical and writing skills that you will develop will be beneficial, irrespective of your chosen 
career path.   

 
 

 

Are you interested in increasing your understanding of national and global events?  Do you wish to learn 
more about how scarce resources are allocated by governments and organisations?  Do you aspire to 
study at a Russell Group University? Then A-level Economics will help you: 
 Develop an interest and enthusiasm for economics and its contribution to the wider political and 

social environment. 
 Develop an enquiring, critical and thoughtful 'economist's mind'. 
 Develop an understanding of current economic issues, problems and institutions that affect every-

day life. 
 Analyse, explain and evaluate the strengths and weaknesses of the market economy and the role 

of government within it. 
 

It is not necessary to have studied GCSE Economics and no prior knowledge of economics is necessary.  
This course has no coursework or controlled assessment units. 
  

Links with Other Subjects and Careers 
The Russell Group of Universities has identified Economics as a useful A level to study if you wish to 
study the following subjects at University: Accountancy (also Finance/ Banking/Insurance), Actuarial Sci-
ence, Business Studies, Economics, History, Management Studies, Planning and Politics.  Economists can 
be found working in the Bank of England, investment banks and political think tanks such as the Institute 
of Fiscal studies and other large organisations. Studying Economics can also lead to a career in Mar-
keting. Economics has strong links to subjects such as Mathematics, History and Politics.  

ENGLISH LITERATURE A LEVEL 

ECONOMICS A LEVEL 
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Further Mathematics broadens and deepens the Mathematics covered in A level Mathematics. AS level 
Further Mathematics is designed to be learnt alongside A level Mathematics.  The second paper selected 
may be subject to change depending on student strengths and preferences. 
 

There are many good reasons to taking Further Mathematics: 
 Students taking Further Mathematics overwhelmingly find it to be an enjoyable, rewarding, stimu-

lating and empowering experience.  
 For someone who enjoys Mathematics, it provides a challenge and a chance to explore new and/

or more sophisticated Mathematical concepts.  
 It enables students to distinguish themselves as able Mathematicians in the university and em-

ployment market. 
 It makes the transition to a mathematics-rich university course easier.  
 Some prestigious university courses will only accept students for a Mathematics related degree if 

they have a Further Mathematic qualification.  
 
The minimum course requirement is a grade 8 in GCSE Mathematics and you must also be taking 
Mathematics at A Level. 
 
Links with Other Subjects and Careers 
Any student planning to take a mathematics-rich degree (this covers a very wide range of academic are-
as - Engineering, Sciences, Computing, Finance/Economics, etc., as well as Mathematics itself) will bene-
fit enormously from taking Further Mathematics. 
Students who are not planning to study for mathematics-rich degrees but who are keen on Mathematics 
will find Further Mathematics a very enjoyable course and having a Further Mathematics qualification 
identifies students as having excellent analytical skills, whatever area they plan to study or work within.  
 

 

 

 

In Modern Languages, you 
will learn to communicate at a high level of competence in the language you have chosen, and you will 
also learn much more about the societies and culture in which the language is spoken, such as its histo-
ry, geography, arts and current affairs.  You will be able to understand and extract information from lis-
tening and reading material taken from authentic sources such as the radio and newspapers.  You will 
also learn appropriate grammar in order to write essays and to hold conversations and discussions in the 
foreign language.  You will need to feel confident in the four language skills of listening, speaking, read-
ing and writing, and have some knowledge of the culture and way of life of the foreign country.  You 
need to be interested in communication and group work and be willing to develop your understanding 
of other ways of life.  Good research and analytical skills are essential.   
 
The minimum course requirement is grade C at GCSE Level in the chosen language. 
 
Links with Other Subjects and Careers 
There are clear links with History, Geography, Science, Sociology, Politics, Economics and Business Stud-
ies.  Opportunities to develop key skills in Working with Others, ICT and Improving Own Learning and 
Performance are built into the course.   
 

FURTHER MATHEMATICS AS LEVEL 

MODERN LANGUAGES (FRENCH or SPANISH) A LEVEL  
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During this course, you will use a wide range of skills to investigate the world around you.  The course 
content covers a mix of ‘classic’ geography as well as very modern issues that are of concern to geogra-
phers.  We will follow the AQA specification and the topics include carbon and water cycles, hazards, 
global systems and governance, and population and the environment.  The current migrant crisis and 
the debate about meeting the needs of a growing population in a sustainable way are just two examples 
of important issues in the news that are geographical in nature.  

 

Geography is a discipline that requires students to research issues and conduct their own research in the 
real world.  This will involve conducting fieldwork and writing an individual report that investigates a ge-
ographical issue in detail. 
 

The minimum entry requirement is a grade C at GCSE geography. 

 

Links with other Subjects and Careers 
One of the great strengths of geography is the breadth of skill and understanding it develops.    The skills 
of analysis and research complement many other subjects. 

 

The range of careers and further study that geography can lead to are as broad as the subject itself.  Ge-
ographers can be found working in many fields such as; accountancy and finance, broadcasting and jour-
nalism, education, environmental management, law, marketing and advertising, the civil service and 
health and social work.  Geography is also a facilitating subject as published by the Russell Group univer-
sities. 

 
 

 
 

In Government and Politics you will develop a critical awareness of the nature 
of politics and the relationship between political ideas, institutions and process-
es. You will learn what the political parties stand for, how the British electoral 
system works, why people vote the way they do, the workings of political institutions, the nature of the 
UK’s constitution, as well as an awareness of current political events and issues.  You will also have the 
opportunity to learn how the British system differs to other political systems and the arguments for and 
against reform of the present system.  The second year will involve you studying key UK political issues 
including the nature of the welfare state, key economic and law and order issues, immigration and the 
politics of the environment.  You will also study the European Union and examine its significance on the 
process of policy making in the UK. 
 

There are many extra curricular opportunities available to students during the A level Politics pro-
gramme.  There are also visits to the Houses of Parliament to question MPs and to take part in student 
debates in the Politics debating club. Moreover, we attend a number of academic student conferences 
in the centre of London.   
 

Although you do not need to have studied Government and Politics at GCSE to take the A level in this 
subject, it is important that you have an interest in politics and current affairs and a desire to explore 
new ideas and concepts.   
 

Links with Other Subjects and Careers 
There are links with History, Law, Sociology, Psychology and Economics and Business.  Opportunities to 
develop skills in communication, problem solving, numeracy and ICT are built into the course.  Govern-
ment and Politics will have a wide range of possible career and higher education opportunities, such as 
journalism, law, media, business and, of course, politics.   

 
 

 

GEOGRAPHY A LEVEL 

GOVERNMENT AND POLITICS A LEVEL 
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The course focuses on a broad range of topics to ensure that students develop the necessary skills whilst 
examining a wide historical context. The skills learnt on the course will include analysis of cause and 
effect, document interpretation and the process of change. The department stresses the need for stu-
dents to work hard, develop individual study skills, read widely and participate fully in class discussions. 
A good standard of written English is important. Attendance, punctuality and meeting deadlines are also 
very important. There will be a system of testing during the course through continual assessments. 
 
The entry requirement is a C grade at GCSE History, although students with a good pass in another Hu-
manities subject would also be eligible to study this course. 

 
Links with other subjects and careers 
There are clear links with Politics, Economics, Sociology and Psychology. History is a well respected, aca-
demic subject which can lead to further study or a career in a very wide range of professions, but partic-
ularly business management, journalism, law and tourism. 

 
 

 

 

Mathematics at A level is both challenging and interesting. As well as drawing on established knowledge, 
the specification is modern and contemporary. You will develop the ability to reason logically, to gener-
alise and to construct mathematical proofs. The mathematics that you learn will be used to solve prob-
lems that are presented in a “real life” context. You will acquire the skills to use technology such as cal-
culators and computers effectively, recognise when such use may be inappropriate and be aware of the 
limitations of such technology.  
 
In Pure Mathematics the topics of algebra and trigonometry are extended and new areas such as calcu-
lus are introduced. In Statistics you will learn how to present, analyse and summarise numerical data in 
order to reach conclusions about the data. Probability is also studied. In Mechanics students will learn 
completely new concepts of applied Mathematics which include understanding and applying forces, 
Newton’s Laws and kinematics. 
 
The entry requirement is a grade 6 at GCSE.   
 
Links with Other Subjects and Careers 
A Level Mathematics is a much sought after qualification for entry to a wide range of full time courses in 
higher education. There are also many areas of employment that see Mathematics A Level as an im-
portant qualification and it is often a requirement for the vocational qualifications related to these are-
as. Higher education courses or careers that either require or are strongly related to A Level Mathe-
matics include Economics, Computing, Architecture, Engineering, Accountancy and Medicine.  Students 
would also have the opportunity to study Mathematics at degree level or continue further as a Postgrad-
uate and become involved in Mathematical research. 

 
 

 

HISTORY A LEVEL 

MATHEMATICS A LEVEL 
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Religious Studies is very popular at A Level.  We follow the OCR course (H573), and the new specification 
consists of three components: 
 

Philosophy of Religion (H573/01) explores philosophical issues and questions raised by religion and 
belief, such as some of the arguments for the existence of God, different types of religious experience 
and the problem of evil and suffering.  
 

In Religion and ethics (H573/02) learners have the opportunity to study key concepts related to religion 
and ethics, including various ethical theories such as Natural Law, Situation Ethics, Utilitarianism and 
Kantian Ethics as well as applied ethics such as euthanasia, business ethics and sexual ethics. 
 

In Developments in Christian thought (H573/03) students undertake a systematic study of key concepts 
within the development of Christian thought.  They will explore religious beliefs, values and teachings, 
their interconnections, how they have developed historically and how they are presently discussed.  
These include topics as wide-ranging as Christology and feminist theology. 
 

You will explore the work of some of the greatest minds in history such as Plato, Aristotle, Aquinas, Au-
gustine and many modern philosophers from A.J. Ayer to Peter Singer and Rosemary Radford Ruether. 
You will need to develop good research, reasoning and essay writing skills and be able to contribute to 
discussion work as well as learning to analyse texts and appreciate and evaluate different points of view. 
 

The entry requirement is a grade C at GCSE Religious Studies although students with a good pass in 
another Humanities subject such as History would also be eligible to study this course. 
 

Links with Other Subjects and Careers 
The subject links with History, English and Law and provides opportunities to develop essay writing, de-
bating skills and textual criticism. The course will also offer opportunities for students to develop their 
debating and presentation skills. Philosophy and Ethics is accepted and highly respected by all Universi-
ties. It goes well with all humanity subjects and is also favoured for those applying to read Law, Medi-
cine, English and Theology. Religious Studies is recommended by top universities such as Trinity College, 
Cambridge as a suitable A level for students to study in preparation for degree level.  

 
 
 

 
Anyone interested in the natural world around them and how it behaves will 
find the subject rewarding. You will need to feel comfortable with numbers and 
manipulating them to get the most out of the subject, as well as being open to 
radical philosophical interpretations of the world.  
 

Students have to achieve a minimum GCSE grade 6 in Physics (or the equivalent Core and Additional 
Science) and a grade B in Mathematics. 
 
Links with Other Subjects and Careers 
Maths and the other Sciences go well with this subject, but past students have taken subjects as diverse 
as Music, History, Modern Languages, English and Art. Physics is the classic science subject; after Mathe-
matics, this A-level is probably the most sought after by both Higher Education and employers. It shows 
that you have mathematical skills linked with the ability to solve problems and think conceptually at a 
high level. 
 

PHYSICS A LEVEL 

PHILOSOPHY AND ETHICS A LEVEL  
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This course will help you to think critically about why people behave as they do and allow you to ques-
tion a number of different aspects of life and reflect on a number of examples that may be reported in 
the media or may be drawn from your own personal experience. You do not need to have studied Psy-
chology at GCSE to take an A level in this subject. You will develop a range of skills useful not only to 
your academic performance and development, but also to your future career.  Psychology is an applied 
subject which means that you will find that what you learn in class, you are able to apply to life outside 
of the classroom.  You will be expected to have a good attendance and punctuality record, dedicate 4 
hours of your time per week to background reading and complete all homework to be a successful A lev-
el Psychology student. 
 
Although you do not need to have studied Psychology at GCSE in this subject, it is important that you 
have an interest in Psychology and a desire to explore new ideas and concepts.  You also need to have 
English, Mathematics, and Science GCSEs at a good level. 
 
Content overview 
 
The course specification taught is AQA www.aqa.org.uk 
 
Students will develop a broad knowledge and understanding of psychology through a range of topics. 
They will be expected to answer a range of questions assessing three different skills: Knowledge and un-
derstanding (AO1), Application (AO2) and Analysis and evaluation (AO3).  Questions vary from 1 mark 
and extended 16 mark essay style questions.  

Links with Other Subjects and Careers 
By following the Psychology course you will acquire a range of skills that will prove extremely useful 
whatever your chosen career path. By completing this course successfully you will have demonstrated 
that you have the skills and motivation to succeed in any area of work and education.  Students with A 
Level Psychology have access to a wide range of possible career and higher education opportunities. This 
subject combines well with a range of arts, social science and humanities subjects to lead to university 
courses in areas such as psychology, health/welfare, medicine, law, teaching, marketing, human re-
sources, the police, journalism, media…indeed there is hardly a career that would not benefit from 
knowledge of psychology! 

PSYCHOLOGY A LEVEL 

http://www.aqa.org.uk
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Sociology is a very exciting and dynamic subject to study.  You will investigate many aspects of society 
that have an impact on your life. In the first year you will study Families and Households, you will exam-
ine power dynamics between men and women, the changing roles and experience of children in the 
family and the impact of ethnicity, gender and social class on family life. In Unit Two you will be analys-
ing the education system and assessing how gender, social class or race/ethnicity influence students’ 
ability to learn and succeed. Furthermore, you will examine research into the impact of teacher stereo-
typing and labelling on student performance as well as examining changes in education over time.  Reli-
gion and Crime and Deviance are the focus of the second year and students enjoy critically analysing 
these important aspects of society. 
 
Sociology is an academic subject that requires the reading, comprehension and application of social and 
economic theories such as Marxism, functionalism and post-modernism. Students are assessed through 
examinations which will require extended essay writing. However, Sociology is also a discursive subject 
and students will be involved in frequent class debates, presentations and discussion based activities. 
The teaching philosophy of the sociology department is based around student centred activities that are 
inclusive, fun and challenging. 
 
Students get various opportunities to learn outside of the classroom visiting venues in central London 
for lectures, museum trips, theatre visits etc. In the past the Sociology and Psychology department have 
led highly successful residential trips to New York where students engaged in activities designed to 
strengthen their subject knowledge. The department also makes use of London as a resource and we 
aim to visit museums and attend conferences at various points in the academic year. 
 
Although you do not need to have studied Sociology at GCSE to take this subject, it is important that 
you have a keen interest in current affairs and a concern for how other people live in Britain.   
 
Links with Other Subjects and Careers 
There are clear links with History, Government and Politics, Psychology, English, Philosophy and Busi-
ness and Economics. Sociology also examines the nature of Science and the relevance of scientific meth-
odology to sociological research. Opportunities to develop Key Skills in Communication and ICT are built 
into the course. Sociology will give you an opportunity to progress into higher education. It is a broad 
based subject which links well with a wide range of career opportunities. Sociology helps you to become 
analytical, critical and evaluative which are highly valued skills in the world of work.  
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